English Medium Instruction (EMI) in a Spanish University: Does Integration Ever Happen?

This article reports on the case of a non-native English-speaking university instructor who teaches her academic subject in the English Medium of Instruction (EMI) track of the Primary Teacher-Education Bachelor’s Degree programme offered by a publicly-funded Catalan university. By means of three semi-structured interviews with the instructor, this study seeks to explore whether and how content and language are integrated into her EMI teaching and assessment practices. Analysis of the instructor’s comments suggests that, on a practical level, the change in the language of instruction seems to change the dynamics of how she teaches and consequently how she assesses, leading to points of conflict among her rationale, institutional policy, and her students’ needs. This tension is most sharply felt when the instructor tries to cope with the lack of clear assessment criteria that could be applied fairly and consistently. The study concludes by noting the practical implications of these results for pre-service teacher education.
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Introduction

During the previous few decades English has gained global prominence in all spheres of our lives including business, trade, technology, science, popular culture, and education (Crystal 2003; Dimova et al., 2015; Kuteeva, 2013). The number of non-native speakers of English (NNS) now greatly exceeds that of native speakers (NS), so that, it is widely agreed, English today no longer ‘belongs’ to native speakers (Crystal, 2008; Hultgren, 2020). Increased cross-national mobility, whether for political or economic motives, greater international travel facilitated by low-cost airlines, and the development of online communities, have all contributed to the promotion of English to the status of a global lingua franca (Crystal, 2003; Graddol, 2006; Ushioda & Dörnyei, 2009).

This tendency has played a key role in the transformation of European higher education (HE), starting with the ratification of the Bologna Declaration in 1999 and the creation of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), whose goal was to standardise HE systems and thus facilitate students’ mobility (Knight, 2008; Unterberger, 2012). Consequently, many university programmes and curricula have been restructured with English introduced for teaching and learning along with national languages (Smit & Dafouz, 2012).

Literature Review

When it comes to bi/multilingual HE settings, there are distinct approaches to teaching content subjects through an additional language (AL). Focusing on different learning goals and traditions, they are labelled English Medium Instruction (EMI), Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), and Integrating Content and Language in Higher Education (ICLHE). While CLIL and EMI can be found at all levels of education from primary to tertiary, ICLHE is exclusively associated with the HE environment. However, with respect to learning goals, all three approaches involve specific content teaching with or without an explicit focus on language. CLIL (Coyle et al., 2010) and ICLHE (Smit & Dafouz, 2012; Unterberger & Wilhelmer, 2011) adopt similar pedagogical considerations addressed at students’ development of both content and language skills. By contrast, EMI programmes are not necessarily language development programmes.

Macaro (2018) defines EMI as ‘the use of the English language to teach academic subjects (other than English itself) in countries or jurisdictions where the first language (L1) of the majority of the population is not English’ (p.19). Previous research suggests that, because of EMI’s greater focus on content than language, EMI instructors all too often deliver academic content without clear guidelines, previous training, or resources with regard to teaching in what is usually also an L2 for them (Dearden, 2015; Walkinshaw et al., 2017). This negligence of language in EMI policy reflects a widespread problem. EMI instructors have been reported to be less detailed in comparison to L1-medium instructors, providing students with fewer examples of content (Aguilar, 2015; Airey & Linder, 2006; Jensen & Thøgersen, 2011), whilst for their part, EMI students find it more difficult to follow the lectures or take notes, and are less willing to ask questions (Airey, 2012; Airey & Linder, 2008). Research on the context of EMI shows that instructors’ concerns revolve primarily around content (Airey, 2012; Dafouz, 2011; Lasagabaster, 2018). Furthermore, they express reluctance to teach (Airey, 2011; Dafouz, 2011) and provide corrective feedback on English (Airey, 2012; Costa, 2012; Escobar Urmeneta, 2020).

And yet, studies have highlighted that the integration of content and language learning in content-focused programmes delivered through an AL can be observed through discursive classroom practices and interactions that co-construct meaning. Smit and Dafouz (2012) argue that classroom discourse captures the distinction between EMI and Integrating Content and Language (ICL) approaches through classroom practices, regardless of ‘what role, if any, language learning might play for them’ (p. 8). That is to say, if observed through discursive lenses, ICL may occur independently of the explicit learning goals (Escobar Urmeneta, 2020). This notion of integration is aligned with Mohan’s (1986) stance that ‘the integration of language and subject areas is relevant to all teachers, whether they teach language or subject matter, and whether they teach second language learners or native speakers’ (p. iv).

Conceptual Framework

In relation to the role that language plays in AL programmes, research on French immersion programmes pointed at an ‘incidental focus on language’ (Lyster, 2007), which is explained through Long’s (1991) ‘focus on form’, whereby teachers who teach their content subjects direct students’ attention to linguistic elements which appear in content-focused lessons. Likewise, previous studies on classroom discourse in CLIL contexts have highlighted some of the teachers’ actions, such as interactional scaffolding, negotiation of meaning, corrective feedback (CF), and focus on form, which are targeted at language learning and typically associated with second language acquisition (SLA) (Nikula et al., 2013).

According to Evnitskaya (2018), classroom interaction plays a fundamental role in helping learners to appropriate and use academic language effectively in the classroom. The construct of classroom interactional competence (CIC), coined by Walsh (2006), refers to learning-oriented interactions where the teacher makes ‘guiding, clarifying, supporting, and shaping contributions so that learners have opportunities to reflect on and learn from the unfolding interaction’ (Walsh 2011, p. 64). Likewise, Escobar Urmeneta and Evnitskaya (2013) describe some of the most important teaching strategies for achieving this kind of interaction, including the use of learner-convergent language, the
facilitation of interactional space, and the shaping ‘of learner contributions through clarification, modelling, paraphrasing, reiterating or repairing the learners’ productions’ (p.115).

As argued by the authors, understanding the nature of these conversational adjustments appears crucial for teacher education programmes addressed at instructors teaching their academic subjects through an AL. On the other hand, Lyster and Ranta (1997) show that CF from a teacher is frequently followed by learner uptake or a discourse move that can either be correctly reformulated by students or in a way that still ‘needs repair’.

By seeking to address both cognitive and linguistic aspects, Dalton-Puffer (2013) developed cognitive discourse functions (CDF) as a construct ‘to support research on and the development of ICL pedagogies in all forms of multilingual education by making visible how disciplinary thought processes are handled in classroom talk’ (p. 232). The CDF construct aims at providing an area where content and language overlap and ‘can function as a kind of lingua franca that may enable educators to communicate across subject boundaries’ (Dalton-Puffer, 2013, p. 242). The CDF construct comprises seven categories which are labelled using discourse-related verbs, namely Classify, Define, Describe, Evaluate, Explain, Explore, and Report, and each category is connected to a specific communicative intention (see Table 1). Furthermore, CDF labels aggregate many ‘members’ who share the same communicative intention and cognitive activity within a required academic activity. For example, “IDENTIFY” and “CHARACTERIZE” are members of the category labelled as “DEFINE” (Dalton-Puffer, 2013).

In the context of EMI at the university level, where academic subjects are learned through the L2 medium of instruction, discourse is seen as a meeting point of cognition and linguistics, i.e. content and language (Escobar Urmeneta, 2020). A more systematic focus on discursive aspects of content subjects may lead to ‘killing two birds with one stone’, simultaneously clarifying students’ learning outcomes, enhancing fairness and accuracy in assessment and making it possible to achieve a more profound integration of content and language (Morton, 2020).

In Spain, the implementation of EMI programmes at universities has tended to take a ‘bottom-up’ perspective (Dafouz et al., 2014), in that university departments have often been plunged into it experimentally, with important decisions being left in the hands of the instructors themselves (ibid.). This being so, the introduction of the L2 medium of instruction has imposed significant challenges on the instructors, especially with regard to methodological approaches. It has been reported in the literature, for example, that EMI instructors frequently do not make any adaptations to their habitual teaching methodology and assume that EMI teaching simply means changing the vehicle of classroom instruction (Aguilar & Rodriguez, 2012; Costa & Coleman, 2013). Consequently, there appears to be a mismatch between the claims made by HE institutions offering EMI programmes designed to develop students’ language competencies and their lack of methodological actions directed at this goal.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDF Label</th>
<th>Communicative Intention / Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classify</td>
<td>I tell you how we can cut up the world according to certain ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classify, compare, contrast, match, structure, categorise, subsume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define</td>
<td>I tell you about the extension of this object of specialist knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Define, identify, characterise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe</td>
<td>I tell you details of what can be seen (also metaphorically)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Describe, label, identify, name, specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate</td>
<td>I tell you what my position is vis-a-vis X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate, judge, argue, justify, take a stance, critique, recommend, comment, reflect, appreciate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain</td>
<td>I give you reasons for and tell you causes of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explain, reasons, express, cause/effect, draw conclusions, deduce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>I tell you something that is potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explore, hypothesis, speculate, predict, guess, estimate, simulate, take other perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td>I tell you about something that is external to our immediate context on which I have a legitimate knowledge claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report, inform, recount, narrate, present, summarise, relate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This paper seeks to help bridge the gap between the invisibility of language in EMI programmes on the one hand, and on the other, language as a key part of content teaching and learning as reflected in the instructors’ practices. It focuses on a university professor in the field of education who is teaching an undergraduate course entitled ‘Processes and Educational Contexts’ (see Orden ECI/3857/2007, de 27 de diciembre) as part of a pre-service Primary Teacher Education Bachelor’s Degree (PTED) at a publicly-funded university in Catalonia, Spain.

Despite the need to provide quality education to in-service teachers, few studies have focused on PTED from the EMI instructors’ perspective (Escobar Urmeneta, 2018a, 2018b, 2020; Dafouz, 2018; Torras, 2016). This is what will be attempted here. The decision to focus on EMI instructors teaching in PTED was made in order to gain insight into how educationalists approach EMI teaching and assessing. More specifically, the study intends to ascertain how the participant’s rationale for teaching and learning in EMI contexts relates to her declared EMI practices. Considering the issues mentioned above, the overarching research question (RQ) that drove this study is as follows: How does the language switch from L1- to L2-medium instruction affect an EMI instructor’s reported teaching and assessment practices? This RQ has been broken down into three specific research questions:

RQ1: How does the language switch affect course planning?

RQ2: How does the language switch affect the EMI instructor’s teaching practices?

RQ3: How does the language switch affect the EMI instructor’s assessment practices?

The Study

This exploratory study adopts a qualitative research approach (Merriam, 2002). It forms part of a multiple-case study that investigates the interrelationship between content and language in four EMI teacher education (TED) programmes at four Catalan universities. The sample design applied in this broader study is based on ‘purposive sampling’ (Dörnyei, 2007). Reflecting the overarching purpose and research questions of the study, a sample of six participants were selected to explore the diversity and commonality of the pedagogical strategies these instructors adopted to accommodate their switch to a non-native language of instruction. The six participants had to fulfil the following two inclusion criteria: (1) they had been teaching in or have taught in a PTED; and (2) they had been teaching in or have taught their academic subject both in an EMI context and in a non-EMI one.

Though the full study involves six participants, here we will analyse data coming from just one, who served in effect as a pilot participant, and who was deemed to have all the features of what Morse (1991) calls a ‘good informant’ i.e. ‘one who is articulate, reflective, and willing to share with the interviewer’ (p. 127).

Data Collection

The primary data for this study were obtained by means of three semi-structured interviews with the participant over a two-year period. Each interview involved a prepared list of questions (interview script) and a protocol for the administration of the interview intended to make the interviewee feel more comfortable and hence produce higher quality data.

The participant was initially contacted via email and provided with information regarding the purpose of the study, a request for participation, and a consent form. By signing the consent form prior to the interview, the participant gave permission to record, transcribe, and utilize her data for the study. She was offered the choice of responding in Catalan, Spanish, or English, and she opted for the English version. A preliminary draft of the interview questions was validated for content by colleagues in the Language and Education (LED) research team and then redrafted where necessary. The interview protocol was rehearsed with a colleague and piloted with a university professor familiar with EMI programmes in Catalonia who provided feedback on the interview design and administration procedures, leading to further adjustments before the actual interviews took place.

The three interviews were designed to be sequential. The first interview was intended to elicit information from the participant about a wide variety of topics, such as her teaching background, her initial motivation for agreeing to teach an EMI course, her expectations prior to the experience, the institutional support she received for EMI teaching, how she experienced EMI teaching as different from teaching in her native language, and so on. This was by far the longest interview, lasting roughly one hour. (The questions for Interview 1 may be seen in Appendix A). The second interview took place a month after the first and right after the instructor had finished grading her students’ final written exams. This scheduling was deliberate because the special focus of this interview was on how the instructor dealt with assessment in her EMI course and the special challenges she encountered in this regard (see Appendix B). For example, the participant was asked to comment on her students’ exam outcomes, explain what assessment criteria she employed, and reflect on aspects she took into consideration when determining the final mark. Finally, the third interview was scheduled some ten months later, after the audio recordings from the first and second interviews had been fully transcribed. This was because the goal of this interview was to discuss specific comments that the participant had made in the previous two interviews for the purpose of clarification and elaboration (see Appendix C). At the interview, the participant was presented with a copy of the previous interviews’ transcripts with the ambiguous sequences highlighted. The second interview lasted about 35
minutes and the third about 20 minutes.

All three interviews were video recorded. The interviews generated a total of 114 minutes of recorded data. The recordings were transcribed verbatim, the result constituting a corpus of 19,506 words for analysis.

Secondary data was also used. This comprised assessment tools devised by the instructor such as assessment rubrics as well as the final exams, and the marks awarded to students through the use of the rubrics volunteered by the participant. This secondary data was requested from the participant following the first interview. Collecting complementary data in this fashion allowed us to triangulate our findings in order to ‘cross-check the consistency of information’ (Patton, 1990, p. 467). With regard to sample graded exams, the participant was asked to provide three: one exam which she awarded a high mark, one which she had given an average mark, and one which she had assigned a low mark.

Data Analysis

The transcribed data was coded using NVivo12 software. The data-driven analytical approach applied in this study is thematic analysis (Patton, 2015) and its outcome is presented in the form of a narrative account. Thematic analysis is a flexible and widely used approach that enables the identification of themes and patterns related to designated research questions, and it permits the creation of a deep interpretation of data (ibid.). Open coding (Miles & Huberman, 1994) was used for data analysis. The first round of reading the data resulted in 67 open codes. In the next stage, overlapping codes were merged and the number of codes was reduced to 40. The process of code examination was reiterative, i.e. the researcher went through the codes and the participant’s responses several times to make certain that the assigned codes corresponded to the content while being attentive to the new codes that emerged as well as to the research questions. At this point, it became clearer how different codes related and formed an overarching theme. The final stage of analysis consisted of assigning codes to categories and sub-categories, resulting in four overarching themes: EMI pedagogy, EMI assessment policy, EMI assessment principles, and EMI assessment practices. The emerging themes were examined and aligned with the research questions and the main objective of the study.

The names of individuals, places, and all other identifying information have been changed in order to preserve the participant’s anonymity. Hereafter the participating instructor will be referred to by the pseudonym ‘Olga’.

Results

The analysis of results is organized as follows. Firstly, Olga’s EMI course planning and teaching practices will be discussed. Secondly, the support she received from the institution will be addressed, followed by an outline of her assessment principles and then practices. The next section provides an overview of the assessment tasks and practices she employed, followed by a look at Olga’s approach to the assessment of oral presentations in particular.

Planning

In her narrative, Olga discussed similarities between her non-EMI and EMI academic courses with regard to planning. She noted that both courses had the same structural organization in terms of lectures and seminars, and reflected that on the institutional level, besides the language of instruction no other aspects would distinguish one from the other: ‘Nothing else, that’s right. Nothing else.’ When asked about the language goals for the course she was teaching through English, Olga explained that there were no expected outcomes regarding language. We see this in the excerpts in (1), both from Interview 1 (in this and subsequent excerpts, RES refers to the researcher and OLG to Olga).

(1)

RES: Do you have specific language goals stated in the instructions for your subject?

OLG: Specific language goals? Goals. No.

RES: Because you have content goals. For example, by the end of this course, my students should... 

OLG: There aren’t any, any content goals. No, at all.

RES: Language goals.

OLG: Aaah, sorry. Language. Sorry. We don’t have any language goal, no.

Olga reported that the language switch did not imply any modifications in the syllabus of the academic course, and it did not impose any language learning objectives for the EMI students ‘not as a goal in the program or in the guidelines’.

Teaching Practices

When asked about how she approached EMI students’ struggles caused by the English language, Olga acknowledged providing her students with CF, as we see in (2), also from Interview 1.

(2)

OLG: I would try to rephrase what they’re saying using a proper vocabulary, proper English structure and they say ‘Yes!’ And then they repeat it
correctly. So, if I see them struggle with a word instead of saying ‘No!’ I would say ‘Yeah, I see what you are saying, you want to say that.’ And then I rephrase or I encourage them to use it in small groups, I encourage them to use it with me when face to face encounters. And I encourage them to lose fear. I encourage them to not be ashamed if they make a mistake. When I make a mistake, I [point out]: ‘I’m doing a mistake.’

Excerpt (2) illustrates how Olga, an experienced pedagogue, uses CF techniques (Lyster, 2007) to attend to her EMI students’ language needs. The sentence ‘I would try to rephrase what they’re saying using a proper vocabulary, proper English structure’ shows Olga recasting and shaping students’ answers. When she says, ‘then they repeat correctly’, this indicates the promotion of ‘uptake’, a term defined as a ‘student’s utterance that immediately follows the teacher’s feedback and that constitutes a reaction in some way to the teacher’s intention to draw attention to some aspect of the student’s initial utterance’ (Lyster & Ranta, 1997, p.49). Llinares and Lyster (2014) studied CF and learner uptake patterns across CLIL and immersion settings and concluded that the amount of uptake and repair produced by students immediately following CF will be greater if the CF is delivered intentionally with a didactic purpose.

Olga was not only concerned that her students mastered content but she also nurtured their language development. It seems, however, as if Olga was unaware of the role her actions were having in her students’ ability to cope with the L2 medium of instruction.

Olga also mentioned supporting her EMI students with vocabulary or structures ‘if I see them struggle with a word... I would say: “Yeah, I see what you are saying, you want to say that.”’ By drawing a learner’s and the class’s attention to a specific lexical item and providing them with a correct form, we see how Olga seeks to ‘shape’ (Escobar Urmeneta & Walsh, 2017) the learner’s response rather than just accepting it.

By saying ‘I encourage them to use it in small groups, I encourage them to use it with me when face to face encounters’, Olga demonstrates the intention to create ‘space for learning’ (Evnitskaya, 2018), increasing student talking time, and providing the opportunities for interaction. Importantly, she does not enforce these interactions but rather encourages and supports them. According to Ellis (2000) ‘learning arises not through interaction, but in interaction’ (p. 209).

Being aware of the ‘foreign language anxiety’ (Horwitz et al., 1986) that EMI students may feel, Olga tried to ease the transition from L1 to L2. At several points in the interviews, she stresses the importance of ‘losing fear’ when interacting through English, and she seeks to create a favourable environment for this to happen: ‘I encourage them to not be ashamed if they make a mistake. When I make a mistake, I [point out]: “I’m doing a mistake.”’ Here she is also using humour by introducing a premeditated error (‘doing’ instead of ‘making’ a mistake) to emphasize the message, acknowledging that everyone is entitled to make a mistake and that there is no need to worry. She thus invites her students to participate and enjoy the EMI setting. Olga favours participation over linguistic accuracy. Making mistakes is an intrinsic and inevitable part of language learning.

However, the way Olga explains her approach to language learning does not suggest a clear awareness of this process; rather, she sees language as a tool for learning, not as an object of learning that is aligned with her course planning.

Institutional Support

In the course of the first interview, Olga mentions having participated in an EMI instructor support group, part of an innovation project officially supported by the university and the Catalan government (3).

(3)

OLG: You know there was a very useful group... we were doing periodic meetings with all the teachers of this group. And for me, that was very helpful, very helpful. I think this group, it was Ana directing this, and I think it was very linked to our
research project which ended already... I really liked that group. It was not research; it was a group to reinforce and give support to teachers in Ana’s group. And I think that was great. Because we can share that: ‘What do you do?’ ‘Do you do the face-to-face meeting in Catalan or in English?’, ‘How do you feel?’, ‘Have you done the... I don’t know?’ It was very nice to have meetings with teachers in the support group.

Olga here expresses satisfaction with having the opportunity to participate in a support group and stresses the features she liked best: getting answers to practical, ongoing questions and concerns, comparing notes on classroom experiences, and talking about their feelings. The last feature is especially important since the EMI instructors in the support group were pioneering a new project, trying to implement a new way of delivering content, and were all facing the same new teaching challenges. Olga labelled this group and form of institutional backing as ‘infinite help’, but it only lasted while the official innovation project was active.

**Grading Principles**

When talking about the instructions she had been given regarding the assessment of EMI students’ learning outcomes in EMI academic courses, Olga’s answer centres on identity, competency, and fairness (4).

(4)

RES: Do you have any instructions like how to evaluate or not because it’s in English?

OLG: Yeah, yeah, yeah, we have instructions. We are not supposed to [pay attention to language]... You know what, I’m not an English teacher. You know, maybe I can identify some mistakes and others not, you know. So, I’m not, I’m not, hmmm. How you say, hmm, trained to correct English, you know. So, I cannot correct. I would correct some mistakes the ones I know but I am sure there are others that I cannot detect I cannot identify either because I’m not an English grammar teacher. So I am sure that even though I put attention in correcting the English it’s going to be a lot of mistakes that I cannot see. And then, it’s unfair that I only correct some mistakes.

What Olga says in (4) reflects her sense that she lacks the competence to provide quality, objective, and accurate feedback concerning her students’ use of English. Olga justified her focus on content by expressing her inability to identify with equal accuracy all L2 language mistakes: ‘I would correct some mistakes, the ones I know, but I am sure there are others that I cannot detect, I cannot identify’. By saying ‘I’m not trained to correct English’ Olga highlighted her perception that she lacked legitimacy (Escobar Urmeneta, 2020) to provide her EMI students with adequate CF. At the same time, the statement ‘I am sure that even though I put attention in correcting the English it’s going to be a lot of mistakes that I cannot see and then it’s unfair that I only correct some mistakes’ demonstrates the importance Olga placed on achieving fairness and objectivity in her EMI assessment.

**Grading Practices**

Olga’s account of her EMI assessment practices is characterised by struggles caused by the lack of defined English language assessment criteria. When asked if she had any focus on language or if instead she only evaluated content, Olga’s reply in (5) leads her to discuss several issues all stemming from this lack of criteria. She reports that her struggles were exacerbated by her frequent inability to understand students’ written answers and her uncertainty about what criteria to apply with regard to errors in morphosyntax.

(5)

RES: Do you have any focus on language or do you just evaluate content?

OLG: You see, that’s a struggle (...) And that’s a struggle because sometimes exams are awfully written (...) So I have, I have a struggle because we are supposed not to pay attention to that. So, we are supposed just to pay attention to content. Sometimes the idea is not clear either because the use of language is not being proper or correct (...) And I cannot count this part of the question because I don’t know what you are telling me. Then it’s a problem and I put ‘Improve your English’, ‘Come talk to me’, ‘I don’t understand this idea’.

RES: Do you evaluate it, or do you just tell them to...

OLG: Well, if I do not understand what they are saying I cannot. If I’m asking, I don’t know what, and that answer I don’t understand it because it is completely wrongly formulated, like super wrong like I don’t understand the
In excerpt (5), Olga’s repeated use of the word ‘struggle’ manifests her inner conflict between what she assumed she was supposed to do (‘just to pay attention to content’) and what she felt was needed. Her statement ‘the idea is not clear (...) because the use of language is not being proper or correct’ raises the issues of L2 intelligibility and comprehensibility (Smith & Nelson,1985) and leads to her conclusion that ‘I cannot count this part of the question because I don’t know what you are telling me.’ By ‘count’ she refers to being unable to give points for a student’s answer. It seems that Olga realizes how interwoven language and content are at least when it comes to intelligibility, meaning the students’ ability to get their message across clearly, which is in line with Mohan’s (1986) statement that ‘linguistic content is inseparable from linguistic expression’ (p. 1).

By verbalizing the mismatch between her principles and practices, Olga makes an important discovery that represents a key moment for her as an EMI instructor in terms of personal development. Olga touches on the ICL perspective through her realization that content and language cannot exist separately. For the first time, Olga admits that in this particular way language may affect scores for content since she marks students down if the quality of their language use affects the intelligibility of their explanation of content. In addition, Olga reports providing her students with CF in the form of a clarification request, which implies applying EFL pedagogy in EMI assessment practices and thus making a slight shift in the direction of ICL practices.

“By verbalizing the mismatch between her principles and practices, Olga makes an important discovery that represents a key moment for her as an EMI instructor in terms of personal development. Olga touches on the ICL perspective through her realization that content and language cannot exist separately.”

Here Olga reflects her belief that the effect of open-ended questions in an exam is deeper, requiring ‘critical thinking’ and ‘connecting things’. We can see that Olga’s assessment approach in EMI naturally leans towards integrating content with language. Her emphasis is on the need to see how well her students are able to express knowledge since ‘they’re going to be teachers. I need to see how they write, how they connect things.’ This statement suggests a link between cognition and language, thinking and writing. As Mohan (1986, p.12) argues, the role of writing becomes critical in learning once the role of language is to ‘represent experience to the self in order to make sense of new information.’ Olga justifies her decisions from the perspective of an ICL instructor interested in both content and form, ‘how they write.’

Assessment Practices: Task Rubrics

When asked how she formulated exam questions and what criteria she applied to evaluate her EMI students’ academic performance, Olga illustrated...
her views by reference to how she marked a student exam, analysing each section, to illustrate what she expected from her EMI students (7).

Excerpt (7) reveals ideas that are clearly reminiscent of ICL. For example, Olga uses discursive verbs like ‘define’, ‘highlight’, ‘classify’, and ‘relate’ to describe the target tasks required by the exam item (Escobar Urmeneta, 2016, 2020), showing a clear link to Dalton Puffer’s (2013) CDFs, namely: Classify, Define, Describe, Evaluate, Explain, Explore, and Report. Olga’s ‘highlight the main idea’ task corresponds to the category of ‘define’ and her ‘relate’ to that of ‘report’. These findings are also supported by a previous study by Escobar Urmeneta (2020) outlining ‘content-related and discourse-related verbs’, i.e., verbs that embody the twofold learning goals which bear the processes of cognition applicable to academic work.

Assessing Oral Presentations

Olga reported that the students in her EMI course were required to give an oral presentation at the end of the course. Its goal was to make students reflect on the content of the three courses comprising the cross-disciplinary EMI subject ‘Processes and Educational Contexts’, of which Olga’s course was one, and the grade awarded to each student was decided by the three EMI instructors working together. In the second interview, Olga noted that when assessing the presentations, the three instructors focused predominantly on content. Therefore in the third interview, she was asked to expand on that answer (8).

In her response, Olga refers to several of the items listed in the rubric that all three instructors used to assess their EMI students’ oral performance, namely ‘originality’, ‘presence of all group members’, and ‘methodologies they are using to present.’ However, she then once more emphasises content, referring to it as the central point of the oral presentation: ‘it’s of course content related (...) we are the three of us to just evaluate the content.’

After this interview, Olga’s comments were compared with the actual text of the instrument used by the three teachers to assess the oral presentations (see Appendix D). In fact, the instrument asks the assessing instructor to qualify the presenter’s language skills through descriptors of language competence like ‘vocabulary of presentation is appropriate for the topic’ (appropriacy), ‘use of a variety of structures in the sentences’ (range), ‘sentence structures are occasionally correct’, and ‘the language is generally correct’ or ‘grammar during the presentation is correct’ (accuracy), and ‘the language is correct and fluent’ (accuracy and fluency). The descriptors of the above-mentioned categories fall into the ‘correctness, accuracy, fluency’ (CAF) construct that is extensively applied in language pedagogy and research in SLA (Housen & Kuiken, 2009).

However, in excerpt (8) above we see that Olga has the impression that the primary concern of assessment of the oral presentation is mastery of content. In this regard, she seems not to comply with the principles of content-language-integrated pedagogy, even though the teacher-made assessment materials she was using tell a different story, making clear reference to the use of language in order to mediate subject knowledge.

Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have analysed three interviews with the instructor of an EMI university course in which she provided details of her teaching and assessment principles and practices. The analysis was based not only on full transcripts of the interviews but also on actual course-related materials submitted by the instructor. The goal of the analysis was in part to determine the degree of consistency between her rationale regarding EMI teaching and assessment, and her actual practices, as reflected and demonstrated in the documents she shared with the researcher.

The results reveal occasional contradictions between the instructor’s apparently non-ICL beliefs and her actual classroom practices, which are often consistent with ICL teaching strategies. Concerning the effect that the
language switch from L1- to L2-medium instruction had on her course planning, it can be observed that this EMI instructor operates in a non-ICL mode, apparently due to the fact that no specific language-related goals have been stipulated for this EMI course by the university. The lack of a clearly defined language policy for the university’s EMI programme is mirrored in Olga’s description of her teaching and assessment practices through non-ICL lenses. In the same vein, Escobar Urmeneta (2020) observed the lack of ’pedagogical postulates’ that would target language development within content subjects in Spanish EMI degrees. In the interviews, the instructor also makes it clear that she identifies as a content specialist in her field and lacks legitimacy as a language teacher. Her argument that her lack of formal training to teach or assess English leaves her with inadequate knowledge to provide her EMI students with corrective feedback is in line with what has been found by many previous researchers (Airey, 2012; Dafouz et al., 2014; Escobar Urmeneta, 2018b). Olga’s identity as an EMI instructor is coherent with her refusal to act as a language teacher. Regarding the question of EMI assessment, her main preoccupation is to achieve and maintain fairness and consistency.

Nonetheless, concerning the effect that L2 medium instruction has on the EMI instructor’s teaching practices, there are indicators that she in fact deploys ICL teaching strategies conducive to language development. Olga herself reports using a variety of strategies to promote EMI students’ participation and provide them with different types of corrective feedback (Lyster, 2007; Lyster & Ranta, 1997). For example, she rephrases students’ answers, motivates them to use English, provides them with correct language models, and encourages them to avoid negative emotions. This is consistent with techniques frequently used in CLIL for scaffolding oral output such as asking questions, encouraging participation, providing students with feedback (Guerrini, 2009), shaping learner output (Walsh, 2012), and promoting learner uptake (Lyster & Ranta, 1997).

Concerning the effect of the language switch on the EMI instructor’s assessment practices, we can see a shift in Olga’s assessment practices in the direction of ICL. The way Olga formulates her assessment task is in line with Dalton-Puffer’s (2013) CDFs. This is consistent with Escobar Urmeneta (2020), who found that once EMI instructors gain an understanding of ‘language as discourse’ it can help improve their practices as teachers of content and contribute to their students’ language development.

“The way Olga formulates her assessment task is in line with Dalton-Puffer’s (2013) CDFs. This is consistent with Escobar Urmeneta (2020), who found that once EMI instructors gain an understanding of ‘language as discourse’ it can help improve their practices as teachers of content and contribute to their students’ language development.”

Olga’s story is marked by contradiction. She perceives herself as primarily concerned with content, regarding EMI as an approach for the mere transmission of content. Yet, her classroom practices demonstrate a relatively high level of ICL. Olga’s teaching and assessment practices range from providing EMI students with oral corrective feedback (recasting and shaping their answers, promoting uptake) to applying Dalton-Puffer’s CDFs in task formulation. This contradiction also manifests itself with regard to assessment. For example, on the one hand, it is evident that Olga seems not entirely aware of the language-related descriptors she and her EMI colleagues included in the assessment rubric for student presentations. Yet on the other, she readily acknowledges that the intelligibility of students’ answers affects their comprehensibility and consequently how she grades them.

If we imagine Olga’s story as a set of sequenced vignettes, in the first we see institutional policy which rests on EMI principles — neither the university nor the Faculty of Education nor the department has a clear linguistic policy regarding the language development of the students. The second vignette shows how Olga’s rationale is rooted in EMI principles. Vignette 3 shows EMI students’ language needs to which Olga attends by incorporating a set of pedagogical techniques and strategies favouring language learning. In vignette 4, we observe Olga’s inner conflict between EMI policy and her students’ needs. Finally, vignette 5 depicts Olga’s certain level of awareness that everything is linked, and content and language need to be observed as a whole (see grading practices).

Olga’s participation in a teacher development programme addressed at EMI instructors might in part explain her ongoing partial switch in favour of integration. While the direction in which Olga is moving is promising, the level of insecurity she reports suggests that she could
have benefited from a more sustained programme and/or more intensive support in that respect. EMI programmes may need to reflect on the form of the institutional support that is offered to instructors in terms of content, approach, intensity, and length.

The purpose of this study has been to gain insights into one EMI instructor’s teaching and assessment policies and practices, and we make no claim that our conclusions are broadly generalizable. Hence, its contribution is to provide illustrations of instances where content and language merge in the EMI context, despite the instructor’s avowed intention to keep the two separate, and this is a topic that deserves further scrutiny in future research. It will be recalled that this study forms part of a larger study involving six EMI instructors altogether: the outcomes of this exploratory study need to be checked against the attitudes and behaviours of the other five participants in the research to look for similarities and differences across the cases.

Finally, future research could examine ‘practice groups’ or ‘panels of EMI instructors’ (Escobar Urmeneta, 2020) as a form of institutional support for the instructors engaged in teaching through L2 that will help them integrate content and language most effectively. Such research could be beneficial for both EMI instructors and policymakers in other contexts to develop practical ideas for supporting EMI programmes.
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Appendix A. Interview Script 1

BACKGROUND
1. First of all, could you tell us something about your academic background?
2. When did you start teaching?
3. When and how did you get involved in the EMI programme?
4. Could you please tell us some basic information about the academic course you teach in English and your research field?
5. What was the main reason why you agreed to teach an EMI course? What motivated you to get involved in teaching your academic subject in English?

EXPECTATIONS, CHALLENGES, & OPPORTUNITIES
6. Now, think back to before you started teaching a course in English and tell us something about your expected fears, the things that worried you the most.
7. What problems did you anticipate?
8. What kinds of challenges did you encounter while teaching an EMI course?
9. Can you remember any particular problem that was special?
10. Is that anything else that stands out in your memory about when you started teaching an EMI course?
11. Were these problems similar to those you had expected to face? Could you tell us more about this?
12. Were your problems similar to those of your colleagues?
13. What strategies did you apply in order to cope with these problems?
14. Did you ask for help?
15. Did you have any support from your colleagues?
16. Are you happy with the results?
17. Have you noticed any difficulties that your colleagues are facing? Have you got any recommendations for them?
18. Are these problems particularly difficult to solve, and if so, why?
19. Although some of the problems EMI instructors face are likely institutional or structural in nature, is there anything you as a professor could do in order to make things work better?

SUPPORT
20. Did you use any of the resources offered by the university? (additional language courses, training in using a new methodological approach, cooperation with a language expert)?
21. Was the support offered by the university beneficial to you?
22. Is there any kind of support for EMI instructors that you think is lacking? If so, what is it?

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN L1MI AND EMI
23. Do you teach any academic courses in Catalan/ Spanish? If so, are your EMI classes differently organized from the classes you teach in Catalan/Spanish?
24. If you are not currently teaching both types of courses, can you think back and try to compare your experiences of teaching courses in Catalan/Spanish and EMI courses?
25. What would be the main similarities and differences between classes delivered in Catalan/Spanish and classes delivered in English?
26. Is this just the case for your classes in particular or is it generalizable to all courses offered by the Faculty of Education? How much leeway do teachers have to organize their classes the way they want?
27. What are the main differences in the way you teach your academic course in Catalan and the one in English?
**CONTENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28. Do you feel that students in EMI courses learn the same amount of</td>
<td>• Content outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content as students in non-EMI courses?</td>
<td>• Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Is it difficult for students in your EMI classes to learn new content</td>
<td>• Linguistic goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in a foreign language?</td>
<td>• Students learning outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Do they feel insecure?</td>
<td>• Students educated in Catalan vs students educated in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Do you notice that your students are struggling because their level</td>
<td>• Learning difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of English is inadequate?</td>
<td>• Authentic materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Do your students need any additional help with the tasks you assign</td>
<td>• Language support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>them so that they can master the content?</td>
<td>• Reading materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. If so, how do you give them that additional help?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. What percentage of reading materials for the course are your</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students expected to read in English?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. How difficult do you think are they for your students?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LANGUAGE LEARNING:**

- **EXPLICIT TEACHING** (with clear goals)
- **IMPLICIT TEACHING** (by the incident)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36. Do you think that your students learn English in your classes?</td>
<td>• Outcomes in language learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. If not, why not?</td>
<td>• Explicit language learning goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. If so, how does this happen? How do you notice that their English</td>
<td>• Corrective Feedback in oral and written form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language skills are improving?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. What aspects of the language do they improve?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Do you provide corrective feedback? For example, how do you</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct your students when they make mistakes in oral presentations or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>essay writing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. Do you think it is important to give them feedback?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. Do you have any clear language learning goals or discursive goals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that you set at the beginning of your course? (in terms of English)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. If so, can you explain and give an example?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. If not, do you think such language learning goals would be useful?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ASSESSMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45. How do you assess your students? What are the main similarities and</td>
<td>• Assessment criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differences between how you assess them in Catalan and how you assess</td>
<td>• Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>them in English?</td>
<td>• Types of assessment tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. As far as you know, is this true for you only, is it generally the</td>
<td>• Is language being assessed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case for the whole Primary Education Bachelor’s Degree? Why? Do you</td>
<td>• What can be changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep it similar or different?</td>
<td>• How (realistic and idealistic view)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Which of the following assessment tasks do you incorporate in your</td>
<td>• Ideal situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI class: exams, group work, pair work, presentations, essays, book</td>
<td>• Co-assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or article summaries, oral debates?</td>
<td>• External language examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. How does English affect the assessment process?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. Do you give higher marks if your students show strong English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language skills, and do you penalize them if their English language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skills are weak?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Could you give examples of how you do this?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. If on the other hand, students’ English language skills have no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impact on the grades you give them, justify your reasoning for this</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approach.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52. Are there any particular reasons why you avoid assessing student</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language skills, such as lack of time?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53. What are the most important problems you encounter when it comes to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assessing your EMI students?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54. Do you assess both language and content? If so, could you please</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tell us something more about how you do this? In other words, what are</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your assessment criteria? How do you calculate grades?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55. Do you apply any specific language criteria related to things like</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syntax or vocabulary when assessing your students? Can you please give</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>us an example of how you do that?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. Does the discursive quality of a student’s English influence the final</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mark you give them?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OTHER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57. Of all the things we have been discussing, what do you feel is the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>most important?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58. Is there anything that you feel we should have discussed but didn’t?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C. Interview Script 2

1. Could you please explain what components you bear in mind when assessing your EMI students? How many tasks are there?
2. How do you arrive at your final mark?
3. Could you tell me more about the written exam? How do you write your questions?
4. Could you show me the tasks you created for the written exam?
5. How do you write your questions? Can you please clarify this? Do you try to use simple structures and clear explanations?
6. Could you please show me one example of each of a student exam to which you gave a high mark, one that you gave an average mark, and one that you gave a failing mark?
7. What are the elements that a student exam must exhibit in order for you to award it a good mark?
8. How important is the quality of the students’ discourse in English, the way they are writing their answers?
9. How do you evaluate the language aspect of student exams?
10. What problems do you commonly face in marking the exams?
11. Looking at the example of a ‘good’ student exam, how do you know that this is a good fragment? What things caught your attention?
12. How do you think that the quality of their writing influences your decisions?
13. Does the level of English affect their mark either positively or negatively? Could you explain this in more detail?
14. Do you take into account any grammar or spelling mistakes they make when you grade the exam? Is this also the case when you are grading an exam for a course where the medium of instruction is Catalan?
15. What are the biggest challenges you encounter regarding the evaluation process of your EMI students?
16. What strategies do you apply in order to overcome them?
17. What is the possible solution? How do you imagine an ideal situation regarding the assessment in EMI university courses?
18. Finally, to wrap up this interview session, is there anything we should have discussed but didn’t?
Appendix C. Interview Script 3

1. You mentioned here debate, role-play, etc. Do you take these activities into consideration when you assess your students at the end of the course? What about their performance? Do these activities

2. How frequently during the term do you have debates?

3. What do you evaluate when you have debates?

4. Do you regard student oral presentations as an assessment task?

5. You mentioned ‘critical thinking’ here. Does this mean that you prepare your students for the final presentation during the seminars? Do you take this into account?

6. Does evidence of critical thinking have any weight in the final mark?

7. Here you say: ‘We mostly evaluate the content’. I note that you use the word ‘mostly’. What else did you evaluate besides content?

8. Here you mention: ‘conclusions they reach in each of the three blocks’. Can you elaborate on this?

9. Do you pay attention to the way students analyse content, the way they reason, or the way they link content?

10. Here you mention ‘silhouettes’. What activity do students perform in this case?

11. Here you mention ‘conceptual map’. What do you ask your students to write about the concepts, and how do they present them? Do they write about the concepts at home and then explain them to you in

12. What do you evaluate here, for example? The way they connect the concepts or the way they explain? What is important in this case for you?

13. Here you mention ‘peer feedback’. Can you explain a bit more about this? Is it carried out within the peer group? Is this written feedback in English? Are there any criteria? What kinds of comments do

14. Here you mention ‘feedback on form’. What does this refer to? What is the form in this case? Does it refer to the writing?

15. You mentioned that you provide your students with detailed instructions on how to write an essay, and what to include in a paragraph. Are they all expected to follow the same format?

16. What about the instructions for the feedback? Do you provide your students with such instructions before they start writing?

17. Does peer feedback refer to the cross-disciplinary project? Is it connected to the oral presentation in any way?
# Appendix D. Oral Presentation Rubric

English translation of language-related sections of the rubric used to assess student oral presentations in the cross-disciplinary course ‘Processes and Educational Contexts’ (original text in Catalan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRUCT</th>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>DESCRIPTOR OF LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTOR OF DEVELOPING PERFORMANCE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTOR OF EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary (1 POINT)</td>
<td>Vocabulary, sentence structures, and grammar.</td>
<td>The vocabulary of the presentation is not sufficiently suitable for the topic. The content of the presentation is occasionally grammatically correct.</td>
<td>The vocabulary of the presentation is suitable for the topic. Sentence structures are occasionally correct. The content of the presentation is mostly grammatically correct.</td>
<td>The vocabulary of the presentation is appropriate for the topic. Different structures are used within the sentences. The grammar used during the presentation is correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMUNICATIVA CAPACITY (2 POINTS)</td>
<td>Ability to engage the audience.</td>
<td>There is some visual connection. Minimal techniques are used to include the audience, and they are not sufficiently effective.</td>
<td>An interesting approach to the topic is made. Presenters use appropriate visual techniques, examples, anecdotes, and relevant ideas to capture the audience’s attention.</td>
<td>Presenters adapt their presentation to the reactions of the audience. There is an interesting approach to the topic. Presenters use appropriate visual techniques, examples, anecdotes, humour, and relevant ideas to capture the audience’s attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill in answering questions from the audience</td>
<td>Answers are not provided for all questions. Some are answered with difficulty. There is little knowledge about the topics of the presentation.</td>
<td>Most questions are answered. The answers show good knowledge of the topic. Language is generally correct.</td>
<td>Questions are answered with little difficulty. Very good knowledge of the subject is demonstrated. Language is correct and fluent.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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